
Manage your events, including student-
led events, with confidence:
• create a home for promoting calls for  

papers, event registration, session abstracts  
& programs

• openly & securely publish your conference 
proceedings & posters, symposium articles, 
lecture series recordings, workshop notes, 
musical performances & more  

• track & report each event’s success through 
real-time dashboards that are optimized for 
global discovery & visibility

“Conferences and events are key to promoting 
institutional repository services University-wide. With 
Digital Commons’ robust conference and event tools … 
we are building relationships with conference organizers 
across campus. … we consider conferences and events 
to be our “front door” service.” 

—Jeffrey Mortimore,  
Discovery Services Librarian,  
Georgia Southern University 

Additional workflow tools to make  
it easy to organize & manage  
your events
• editorial workflows that can include session chairs

• sharable reviewer rubrics & peer review process

• accommodation information for event travelers

• speaker biographies

• & more   

We enable each event’s legacy & global 
visibility by creating a permanent & 
discoverable record  
• professional, custom branding for each conference to maximize 

global recognition

• archive all content varieties, including data & multimedia

• sort activities by location, session, department or any other 
metadata field

• use RSS, iCal & Google Calendar to share & publish information 

“Digital Commons is integral to showcasing the caliber 
of faculty at CCT who are engaged in a wide variety 
of scholarly activity including the publication of peer-
reviewed academic articles, book publication, conference 
chairing, conference presentations, poster presentations 
and more, nationally and internationally …”

—Neil Gallagher,  
President,  

CCT College Dublin

Connect your conferences, workshops & 
events to the world while building your 
institution’s global profile & reputation
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Accurate, visually 
compelling analytics to 
prove global readership  
& influence 
Use Digital Commons’ best-in-class 
tools to track and report the reach of the 
work being done by your faculty, staff and 
students to your stakeholders. 

• reporting tools include ability to filter, 
export and share analytics such as 
search referrer trends, readership by 
region, country and institution, and 
usage over time

• on-demand readership metrics can 
demonstrate influence to authors, 
peers, colleagues and key stakeholders 
at your university

• our sophisticated algorithm eliminates 
inflated readership and download counts 
to give you confidence in your reports

Secure, scalable,  
cloud-hosted —  
with no IT investment 
Spend more time on growing and 
curating your repository rather than on 
maintaining it.

• we handle all platform upgrades  
and maintenance

• unlimited, secure storage of all file sizes 
and types, including datasets, 3D images 
and multimedia  

• accurate, visually compelling analytics to 
prove global readership and influence 

•  best-in-class search engine optimization 
(SEO) to ensure your content is highly 
ranked and discoverable on search 
engines such as Google, Google Scholar 
and Bing 

• reliable performance with 99% uptime 

 

Dedicated consultation &  
strategic guidance  
With over twenty years’ experience serving 
the scholarly community, our Consulting 
Services team is committed to providing 
everything your repository program needs 
to realize its strategic goals.   

• dedicated technical support to help you 
scale up quickly 

• free, ongoing training and advisory 
services for administrators 

• custom site design and branding  

Show the world what sets your institution apart

Want stakeholders to fall in love with the library?
Offer the repository that puts your institution’s research and scholarship on a 
global stage. Learn how Digital Commons can raise the library’s visibility and 
demonstrate how it supports your institution and its mission.


